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By Mr. Edward L. Burke, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate
No. 445) of Edward L. Burke, Argeo Paul Cellucci, Michael J. Barrett,
Royal L. Bolling, Sr., John W. Olver and Savatore R. Albano for
legislation to protect hospital patients in need of aftercare services.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Seven

An Act to protect hospital patients in need of aftercare
SERVICES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby amended by adding a
2 new Section 70F, as follows:
3 a) No acute care hospital may discharge a Medicare patient in
4 need of aftercare services except pursuant to a written discharge
5 plan which is signed by the patient and his physician. Each written
6 discharge plan shall be given to the patient, his designated repre-
7 sentative or guardian at least 48 hours prior to discharge, except
8 where such a requirement is not feasible due to a short length of
9 stay. If the patient is physically or mentally incapable ofassent, the

10 discharge plan shall be signed by his designated representative or
11 guardian unless no representative or guardian has been identified.
12 Such signature shall be accompanied by a statement that the
13 discharge plan has been explained to the patient and the patient
14 assents to its provisions. If the patient, designated representative or
15 guardian does not assent to the plan, the hospital shall consult
16 further with the individual in an effort to develop a plan which is
17 agreeable to him. Nothing in this section shall prohibit the patient,
18 his designated representative or guardian from self-discharging at
19 any point in the hospitalization. No patient shall be discharged
20 until necessary aftercare services are in place.
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21 b) If a plan cannot be agreed upon which is acceptable to all
22 parties, the patient, his designated representative or guardian shall
23 have a right of appeal to the Department of Public Health Medi-
-24 care Advocacy Office.The Advocacy Office shall determine within
25 two working days of receiving the appeal whether the appeal is
26 justified. If a patient, his designated representative or guardian
27 appeals not later than noon of the first working day after the date
28 he receives the plan, the hospital may not charge the patient for
29 inpatient hospital services furnished before noon of the day after he
30 notified of the Advocacy Office’s decision. If the Advocacy Office
31 determines that the appeal is justified, the hospital may not charge
32 the patient for inpatient hospital services until an alternate plan is
33 developed.
34 Factors to be considered by the Advocacy Office in determining
35 whether an appeal is justified include but are not limited to the
36 adequacy and appropriateness of the proposed aftercare arrange-
-37 ments, the availability of proposed services, and the availability of
38 other community or family supports for the patient.
39 Hospital personnel shall explain to the patient, his designated
40 representative or guardian the right of appeal to the Advocacy
41 Office as soon as a disagreement is identified.
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